C RAFTED 9/11 P RAYER O VER THE E ARTH
Job 38:22-23...have you entered into the treasuries of the snow or seen the treasuries of the hail which
I have reserved against the time of trouble, and against the day of battle and war? As You spoke these
words to Job, its meaning is a declaration to the hidden strategies of destruction and terror that the
enemy is planning. Father, the plans of the enemy cannot surpass, overcome, or cancel the planting of
prayer. Our prayers are a weapon of terror against the enemy, for they have been generated by the
intercession of Jesus and in the agreement of the Holy Spirit.
No weapon formed against us shall prosper. The enemy conjures up ways to celebrate past tragedies
and destructions in hopes to drum up a fear and intimidation to keep people bound. It is a tactic that
brings accusation against You and Your intentionality. But You create new landmarks to celebrate in
place of past tragedies...the release of Your beauty for ashes and the oil of joy for mourning necessary
to rebuild the old ruins and former desolations. As the anniversary of September 11th approaches, we
are not paralyzed by fear but instead preemptive by Your Presence. We are not a people that cowers
from the taunting intimidation of people groups blinded by terror. You are turning confusion upon the
enemy. You are causing those who are being used to impart terror to be terrorized themselves by the
Angel of The Lord who calmly stands guard over the purposes of Your heart.
Instead of looking behind us, we rewrite this anniversary with new beginnings and new intentions by
being captured with new knowledge of Your character. We have no time to be mesmerized in fear
because we are apprehended by the knowledge of Your goodness and kindness, and with it, we uncover
the hidden darkness with the penetrating light of the knowledge of God over the earth.
This knowledge causes us to run into the battle with declarations and proclamations of Your greatness.
We speak to the lands that have been infiltrated with terror and the schematic plans of destruction.
We speak to the people groups that are exhibiting barbaric behavior no different from the spirit that
cried, "Crucify Him," and we ask for a. Holy Visitation of Your love over them. We proclaim over the
very strategies that have been secretly planned to release destruction in the seven Continents of the
earth. The Spirit of The Lord is released to proclaim the acceptable year of The Lord and the day of Your
vengeance, but it is not a vengeance of judgment but one of grace. Grace be released over those that
are blinded by their own cause, and simultaneously release grace into the secret chambers of those
You have appointed as Your Elisha's and Your David's. Amplify the secret whispers of the enemy's plans
and pipe then into the throne room where You reside with Your children. Bring the knowledge of how
great and majestic You are into the atmosphere surrounding evil intent and accusation. Bring revelation
of Your arrival by signs and wonders into these very lands. You have positioned Your Prophets and
Generals with the foreknowledge of this very moment.
The arsenal of Your snowpacks and hail have been reserved for times when the enemy wants trouble.
Freeze the hatred and allegiances bred in the fear of those who know not what they do. Freeze the
flow of resources designated for destruction. Deep freeze the former painful memories of the tragedy
of 9-11, and bring the rain of Your refreshing presence to proclaim liberty for the captives and the
opening of the prison to those who are bound. Rain upon these Continents with the comfort and
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consolation to heal the painful, tormenting places of yesterday. Pour down Your precious release of
Presence that will take away the ash heaps and mourning pools and replace them with the vibrant, lifegiving, life-changing, and life-sustaining waterfalls full of new anointing that flows freely from the
Throne of Grace. Re-fit us with a new garment of praise that propels us into battle IN Your Name instead
of remaining in a holding pattern of just leaning on It. Our eyes are upon You, Father. Our hearts are in
You. And our response is a choral response of unity as we release majesty into earth's atmosphere that
seals Your protection over Israel, the United States and North America, Great Britain and all of Europe,
Asia, Africa, Central and South America, Australia, and Antarctica. Uncover the hidden places with the
penetrating laser beam of the blinding light that knocked Saul from his horse and brought a brand new
change in identity. Begin a fresh, new beginning of restoration that turns the hearts of terror into hearts
that terrorize the enemy through bringing the knowledge of The Lord into the earth. Bring large
hailstones upon hell itself as You release the snowpacks of the effectual prayers of Your righteous
people that have been reserved for such a time as this. New changes in the atmosphere through the
release of the new sound of rain is released in Jesus' Name.
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